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hen did people of African descent 

begin to own personal copies of 

the Bible? This question focuses 

on the widespread distribution of 

Bibles by Evangelical Christians throughout the 

nineteenth century and considers the politics 

of African American access to information. 

In the United States, the nineteenth century 

Evangelical movement made a commitment to 

placing a copy of the Christian Bible in every 

home. This crusade was funded largely through 

fledgling national religious organizations, in

cluding the American Bible Society (ABS) and 

the American Tract Society (ATS). Although 

both ABS and ATS maintained centralized 

publication centers in New York City, control 

of distribution networks was decidedly more 

diffused. Dissemination of texts was handled 

by local auxiliaries across the country, and 

these groups tended to reflect the regional 

sentiments that so sharply divided the nation 

regarding slavery. 

If the Bible movement sought to provide 

copies of the foundational Christian text to 

every American, under what circumstances 

prior to the Civil War were people of African 

descent, both slave and free, largely excluded? 

Issues ofliteracy, autonomy, agency, and power 

are tightly intertwined in the concept of the 

right to own a Bible. Despite the abolitionist 

leanings of many northern Bible societies that 

spearheaded this movement, local southern 

auxiliaries remained unmoved in their opposi

tion to literate slaves or freedmen. National 

organizations bowed to these local auxiliaries 

prior to the Civil War and in the years after, 

failed to build significant coalitions with Black 

church networks. 

An examination of two of the largest and 

most influential Bible societies illustrates the 

extent to which this struggle over access to 

information-in the form of religious texts

mirrored the national struggle over the fun

damental human rights of people of African 

descent in the United States. The American 

Bible Society and the American Tract Society 

were both national organizations that generally 

sought to publicly ignore and avoid the issues 
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associated with distribution of religious litera

ture to African Americans until after the Civil 

War, when attention briefly shifted to freed

men's education. By the close of the nineteenth 

century, that attention had turned to newly 

arrived European immigrants and their need 

of religious texts in foreign translations. 

The American Bible Society was founded 

in New York City in 1816 and grew into a 

major national religious publisher in the 

182os.' Centered in the printing and financial 

capital of the United States during this period, 

ABS had access to state-of-the-art printing 

technology, including stereotypography, 

steam-powered printing, and machine-made 

paper. Their business model relied on both 

selling and giving away copies of the Bible. 2 

The first general supply-a phrase used by 

ABS to describe their goal of ensuring every 

American had a Bible-was launched in 1829. 

Centralized production was successful, but 

regional distribution by auxiliary societies had 

uneven results. The economic strength oflocal 

auxiliaries was problematic in universal distri

bution, since wealthier areas tended to thrive, 

while poor areas languished. Although ABS 

used the word "systematic" to describe their 

auxiliary system, Peter Nord characterizes it as 

"fairly haphazard" through the 182os and 183os.3 

Over time, the American Bible Society evolved 

into an increasingly bureaucratic organization 

with administrative oversight handled at the 

national level. 

The reports of colporteurs, or travelling 

book salesmen, provide some insight into the 

reading practices and rates of book ownership 

among Americans. These statistics from annual 

reports published by ABS and other religious 

publishing organizations reveal the failures in 

their distribution systems, including dissemina

tion in rural areas, the South, and to African 

Americans.4 1he American Bible Society's 

insistence upon allowing distribution decisions 

to be made at a local level gave power to the 

"conservative, slaveholder-dominated auxiliaries 

in the South:'5 

Both internal and external political 

pressures tried to sway the ABS from its policy 

of avoidance and deferral regarding slavery. 

Abolitionists attempted to pressure the ABS 

into shifting their position through donations 

made specifically to provide Bibles to slaves. 

The "Bibles for Slaves" campaign was led by 

Joshua Leavitt, a Congregationalist minister 

and editor of the Boston Emancipator. 6 The 

American Anti-Slavery Society (AAS), the 

first national abolitionist organization, offered 

ABS twenty thousand dollars in 1834 and again 

in 1835, which ABS declined? Other organiza

tions formed to fill the gap left by the major 

Bible societies. The American Missionary 

Association (AMA), formed in 1846 by leading 

northern abolitionists Arthur and Lewis Tappan, 

identified "provid[ing] abolitionists with 

a society which would subsidize antislavery 

ministers, send[ing] Bibles to Negroes, and 

pointedly refus[ing] aid to churches with slave

holders" as its primary mission. 8 

Within the American Bible Society itself, 

a proposal was introduced and subsequently 

defeated at the organization's semi-annual 

meeting in Cincinnati in 1844 that called for 

the distribution of Bibles to slaves. The 1845 

ABS annual report addresses donations ear

marked for slaves. Although these donations 

were officially discouraged, thousands of 

dollars of such donations from individuals 

and organizations were accepted by the Society. 

ABS financial records indicate most earmarked 

funds recorded prior to the Civil War remained 

unutilized for their intended purpose.9 While 

the "Bibles for Slaves" campaign failed to sway 

the American Bible Society's policies, it "never

theless helped to expose the toleration of slavery 

by the nation's religious institutions:''0 

The American Tract Society was founded 

in 1825 to publish religious tracts, which were 

typically excerpts under ten pages created for 
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free distribution. Although described as an or

ganization dominated by northerners that saw 

itself as "an instrument of progressive change;' 

ATS, too, practiced a "[p] olicy of silent evasion" 

to preserve "evangelical solidarity and national 

unity:'" Annual reports of the Society fail to 

even mention slavery until the 1850s, and no 

public statements against slavery were issued 

prior to the Civil War.12 In 1853, leading aboli

tionist William Jay dropped his support of ATS. 

Other abolitionists followed suit, and in the 

Northeast, "waves oflocal successions" frac

tured and weakened the society.'3 It wasn't until 

1857 that the American Tract Society struck a 

compromise on the issue of slavery, making a 

distinction between the "moral evils and vices 

slavery produced" and the "political aspects" of 

slavery.'4 Such intermediate positions, however, 

failed to appease its divided membership. The 

American Tract Society and the American Bible 

Society both suffered successions of northern 

and southern factions over the moral implica

tions of slavery. This increasingly factionalized 

environment mirrored larger schisms within 

American Protestant denominations, as well as 

the American public as a whole.'5 

With national organizations stymied by 

the issue of slavery, some local and regional Bi

ble societies took matters into their own hands. 

Ohio's Cuyahoga County Bible Society began 

providing Bibles directly to slaves in 1847.'6 The 

Knoxville Bible Society also involved with direct 

distribution to slaves in Eastern Tennessee. The 

correspondence of colporteur Charles Proc-

tor with ABS Secretaries details these activities. 

Robert Cvornyek identifies leaders working in 

communities across the American South to pro

vide Bibles to slaves in defiance of state and local 

laws, including: Reverend WC. Williams in Sa

vannah, Georgia; William Martin in Columbia, 

South Carolina; and Reverend Philip Courtney 

of the Virginia Bible Society.'7 

The national Bible societies were effec

tively crippled by outbreak of the Civil War. 
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Slavet from New Orleana. 

Northern colporteurs were expelled from 

southern states and the local distribution 

networks collapsed in the South. Limited Bible 

supplies reached escaped slaves who sought 

refuge at contraband camps at Union military 

forts. The American Bible Society published 

texts and coordinated distribution at these 

camps, often working in conjunction with other 

groups (including the American Missionary 

Association, the American Tract Society, and 

freedmen's relief organizations).'8 

The failure of the national Bible societies 

to officially condone the distribution of their 

publications to Black audiences shifted in the 

wake of the Civil War (Figure 2). Educational 

and religious instruction was initially acknowl

edged as part of the responsibility of the nation 

to its new freedmen, women, and children 

(Figure 3). These efforts were short-lived, 

however. In general, ABS focused more on 

rebuilding its auxiliary system rather than 
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forging alliances with either the Freedmen's 

Bureau or the burgeoning Black church move

ment in the South.19 The ATS, meanwhile, 

aggressively engaged in distribution of religious 

texts to people of African descent after the Civil 

War, focusing for a limited time on literacy 

efforts in freedmen's schools.'0 

The American Bible Society chose not to 

align with the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, 

and Abandoned Lands21 and instead focused 

on restructuring southern agencies after the 

war. Widespread local resistance to freedmen 

among the reconstituted southern auxiliaries 

was commonplace.22 African Americans quick

ly responded by forming their own religious 

networks. As the independent Black church 

movement grew in the South, corresponding 

Black Bible Societies formed. Although ABS 

records document active discussion of Black 

Bible societies between 1866 and 1874, they 

failed to recognize or include such organiza

tions within their national umbrella.23 Peter 

Wosh maintains: "The Society's conservative 

policy prevented it from establishing a strong 

connection with the newly freed Black commu

nity. [White] Bible societies remained outside 

the complex institutional network created by 

freed people:'24 

Instead of partnering with Black churches, 

the American Bible Society and the American 

Tract Society turned their attention to the 

issue of freedmen's education. After the ATS 

finally publically condemned slavery in 1862, 

the organization underwent a radical policy 

shift regarding the distribution ofliterature 

to African Americans. The ATS expanded its 

team of colporteurs working among freedmen 

to So by 1870. Their activity included literature 

distribution, Sunday school formation, educa

tional instruction, and preaching. The educa

tion and moral reform of freedmen, women, 

and children became a focus of ATS activity 

through the 187os.25 Religious circulars and 

spiritual primers were vehicles for advancing 

moral training and middle class values among 

millions of new students. According to Karl 

Valois, half a million ATS spiritual primers 

were printed by 1875 and were "among the most 

widely used texts during Reconstruction:'26 

These texts, however, were laden with racial 

assumptions and prejudices, as well as religious 

paternalism.'7 For these reasons, the ATS has 

been characterized as a "vehicle of conserva

tism, containment, and repression:'28 

As the 1870s progressed, Bible societies 

experienced declining support of freedmen's 

education. The waning of public interest in the 

socioeconomic integration of people of African 

descent into American culture significantly 

hampered all organizational fundraising efforts. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the Bible 

societies shifted their attention to European 

immigrants in need of foreign translations of 

religious literature. Eventually, Bible societies 

looked overseas for "less controversial" mis

sionary audiences to receive their literature.29 

Interwoven in this history of religious publish

ing are issues of race, resources, and power. 

The politics of access to information were as 

critical during the rise of mass media in the 

nineteenth century as they are today, as we 

witness the evolution of digital communica

tions and internet cultures. 
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